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and  
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find the  
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A  
small  
tribute to 
faith and 
passion.
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Humble luxury.

Luxury is taking the time to craft the best  
product possible, without external pressure.  
It’s surrounding ourselves with people we love 
to work with. It’s respecting and honouring years 
of craftsmanship and enabling it to stay alive. 
And above all, luxury is not taking yourself too 
seriously, having fun. 

We believe in emotional & long-lasting  
products. At Parachilna, we take the observer  
seat and let designers, materials and craftsmen 
work their magic.

 

Human-made.

Our lamps and most of our components are 
assembled and made by cutting edge technology 
machines: humans. There’s someone that took out 
the ceramic from the mould, someone that blew 
the glass and someone that mounted the lamp 
and packed it.

All those persons imprint their energy in each 
fixture. That makes them unique and one of a kind. 
We believe that human-made is the best made! 

 

BCN born & raised.

We are based in Barcelona, city with a great 
design heritage. It’s where Spanish design and 
many groundbreaking architects where born.  
We feel inspired by this history and strive to  
leave our mark. 

Our headquarters are located in Colonia Güell’s 
industrial area. The lay out was made by Antoni 
Gaudí. During its golden age, it was a textile 
factory that employed more than 1.200. Today, a 
lot of the buildings are falling apart, but they keep 
their soul. There’s a special energy in the space 
that is certainly infused in Parachilna’s lamps. 

BECAUSE STARS ALWAYS SHINE 
BRIGHTER IN THE DESERT. 

Because all deserts can be crossed.

Because all trains stop even if 
there is no railway station.

Because you do not need much to 
build up a town or your own dreams.

Because stars always shine 
brighter in the desert.
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Parachilna

Give light and people  
will find the way

Dedicated to 
decorative lighting

Storytelling
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Parachilna

Give light and people  
will find the way

Dedicated to 
decorative lighting

Storytelling
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Lamps

Suspension lamps 

Table Lamps 

Ceiling Lamps 

Wall Lamps 

Floor Lamps
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Ma-Rock 01

Design: 2020
Jaime Hayon

When you see this lamp you 
immediately get transported 
to Morocco's silent deserts & 
characteristic flavours. We gave 
a modern twist to the classic 
Moroccan lantern.

Ma-
Rock



Jaime Hayon

Ma-Rock & Lighto
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“When you see 
this lamp you 
immediately 

get transported 
to Morocco’s 

silent deserts & 
characteristic 

flavours”

Jaime Hayon

Ma-Rock & Lighto
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Ma-Rock Collection

Ma-Rock T PE Ma-Rock T ME Ma-Rock T GR

Suspension lamp Octogonal structure in golden or white lacquered steel. Two led modules 
are placed at the middle edge of the structure. One facing up and the 
other facing down, provide ambient and direct light. 
 

Led modules and dimmable 1-10V driver included.

White Golden

Structure Finishes

Ma-Rock M

Table lamp Octogonal structure in golden or white laquered steel. 
  

Cob led are placed at the middle of the structure, provide ambient light. 
 

Dimmer placed in the electrical cord and cob led both included.
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Lighto 02

Lighto

Design: 2016
Jaime Hayon

This is a skinny yet characteristic 
collection. So simple yet so unique,  
with stunning finishes.
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Lighto T PE/GR Golden Glossy Lighto A Golden Glossy
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“This is a 
skinny yet 

characteristic 
collection.  

So simple yet  
so unique, 

with stunning 
finishes.”

Lighto C PE/GR Black Chrome
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Lighto Collection

Lighto T PE Lighto T GR

Lighto C PE Lighto C GR

Lighto A Lighto P

Cup Finishes

Black Chrome Golden Glossy

Structure Finishes

Black Matt
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Manila 03

Manila Design: 2019
Sebastian Herkner

An incredibly elegant combination  
of artisanal blown glass and a plissé 
textile diffuser. Its name comes from 
Spanish "Mantón de Manila". It's a 
traditional silk shawl commonly used  
by flamenco dancers.
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Sebastian Herkner

Manila
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Manila Collection

Suspension lamp 
  

Structure in golden matt or graphite matt electropated steel. 
Inner diffuser in beige o grey fabric, outer diffuser in blown 
transparent or black transparent glass.

Ceiling lamp 
  

Structure in golden matt or graphite matt electropated steel. 
Inner diffuser in beige o grey fabric, outer diffuser in blown 
transparent or black transparent glass.

Manila T PE Manila T GR

Manila C PE Manila C GR
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Finishes 

Transparent

Transparent black

Finishes

Beige

Black Matt
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Gweilo 04

Design: 2016
Partisans

Its name means ghost in chinese.  
Makes sense when you look at it, right? 
Made from hand-molded acrylic. 

G
w

ei
lo
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Partisans

Gweilo
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“Its name 
means ghost in 

chinese. 
Makes sense 

when you look  
at it, right?”
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Gweilo Collection

Gweilo Zhou PE Gweilo Zhou GR

Suspension lamp 
  

Hand-moulded, transparent acrylic structure. Led strip 
embedded in the gold anodised extruded aluminium profile. 
 

1-10V driver included.

Transparent acrylicStructure Finishes 

Finishes Gold anodised
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Petra 05

Petra
Design: 2020
Jordi Veciana

A cylindrical base, a conical shade  
both made from a single piece of 
alabaster. Pure utility, pure material. 
Simply beautiful.
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Jordi Veciana

Petra & Ghan
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“A cylindrical 
base, a conical 

shade both 
made from a 

single piece of 
alabaster. Pure 

utility, pure 
material. Simply 

beautiful”
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Petra M ME Alabaster Petra M PE Alabaster

Petra Collection

Finishes

Alabaster

Petra M PE Petra M GRPetra M ME
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Ghan 06

Ghan
Design: 2019
Jordi Veciana

Don't get confused by it's minimalistic 
look. This lamp is incredibly versatile and 
powerful. Use it to read, as a spotlight  
lamp or as indirect light when pointing  
the head up.

Design: 2019
Jordi Veciana

Design: 2019
Jordi Veciana
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“Don't get 
confused by it's 

minimalistic 
look. This lamp 

is incredibly 
versatile and 

powerful”
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Ghan Collection

Ghan

Floor lamp Providing ajustable direct or indirect light. Structure in brushed stainless 
steel, brushed aluminium base. 
 

Aluminium hood brushed, chrome, black lacquered or yellow lacquered. 
 

Dimmer placed in the electrical cord and cob led both included.

Hood Finishes

Black Lacquered Yellow Lacquered

Brushed Aluminium Chrome
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Design: 2019
Dominik Lutz

Nitō 07

Twist it, turn it, rotate it in whichever way you want. No matter the position, it always 
maintains itself in perfect balance. The name comes from a style of classical Japanese 
swordsmanship mainly known for the use of two katanas.

N
itō
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Dominik Lutz

Nitō
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“Twist it, turn 
it, rotate it in 

whichever way you 
want. No matter 
the position, it 

always maintains 
itself in perfect 

balance”
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Nitō Collection

Suspension lamp 
  

Structure fixed to the ceiling with stem, available in two 
heights. Extruded aluminium profile with free rotation system 
for direct and indirect light, graphite matt electroplated. 
  

Dimmable 1-10V driver and pcb led both included.

Lighto P

Lighto P

Finishes

Graphite Matt
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Storytelling

Parachilna

Dedicated to 
decorative lighting

Lights on!
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Direction: 
Parachilna

Art Direction & Design: 
Lo Siento

Photography: 
Kiwi Bravo

Print:
Ingoprint

Dealers Visit wwwparachilna.eu
For updated information about  
our dealers around the world.

PARACHILNA Recinto industrial Colonia Güell 

Calle Talleres, 28
08690 Santa Coloma de Cervelló 
Barcelona/spain
T +34 936 307 772

hello@parachilna.eu
www.parachilna.eu



www.parachilna.eu


